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Executive Summary 
Today’s internal and external applications are gradually moving from a standalone or 
client/server base to a web base. Although this technological evolution has many advantages, 
one unfortunate consequence is a degradation of the users’ experience. 

HTML is designed primarily for the presentation of 
information, and because it must display this information using 
different browsers across a diverse range of platforms and 
systems, it traditionally offered only a simple user interface that 
is primitive by modern "client/server" application standards. 
Consequently, web applications are seriously handicapped 
when delivering interactive applications. 

With the advent of Rich Internet Application technologies such as Java and Flash, it became 
possible to improve user interaction with the web browser. The recent introductions of AJAX and 
HTML5 development frameworks enable "rich" application without requiring "plug-ins". But all 
of these techniques require quite a bit of development skill and are often limited to specific 
browser environments. As a consequence, most companies implement traditional "static" HTML 
pages when moving their applications to the web. 

The patented QuestFields technology provides a solution by turning individual 
input fields into mini-client/server environments called QuestFields. Each 
QuestField enables many simultaneous users of web browser and wireless 
handheld device applications to have virtually instantaneous access to data stored 
in large, remote enterprise databases and/or directories. QuestFields can be 
deployed on a website without the need to rewrite existing code or redesign the 
existing web page.  

QuestFields is an end-to-end solution able that overcomes one of the Internet’s most serious 
deficiencies without requiring programming. The unique design of QuestFields enables web 
developers to create extremely efficient, easily configurable data-driven user interfaces offering 
extraordinary performance and scalability without creating any significant load on the network 
or on the underlying content sources. 

QuestFields technology complies with established Internet 
standards. QuestFields were optimized for virtually all web 
browser environments, including mobile devices. By enhancing 
rather than replacing HTML, QuestFields enable server 
interaction and improve interface usability and responsiveness 
without changing the nature or look-and-feel of web 
applications. The patented QuestObjects Protocol allows 
QuestFields Services to easily and transparently blend in with 
current web applications. 

A perfect fit for modern Service-Oriented Architectures, 
QuestFields integrate seamlessly into modern web server 
environments and connect to existing enterprise content 
sources. 
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[1] Introducing QuestFields 
1.1 Background 

The world has moved to the Internet, and the Internet now moves the world. Today, information 
from almost anywhere in the world can be accessed by almost everyone in the world. 

The inexorable momentum of the Internet has left few of mankind’s social, economic, and 
cultural systems untouched. Traditional businesses have been transformed and countless new 
ones spawned. Email has revolutionized personal communication. Schools, churches, and 
governments have launched themselves into cyberspace. Organizations from garden clubs and 
scout troops to the World Wildlife Federation and the United Nations now consider their 
websites indispensable.  

And what makes all this possible? The legendary, justly acclaimed and now virtually ubiquitous 
web browser. Indeed, the invention of HTML and a common user interface compatible with 
almost every computer system in the world was the genesis of the Internet revolution.  

Yet computer users pay a huge “utility cost” for the Internet access provided by the web browser. 
One of the great ironies of technology is that the web browser is a throwback to the primordial 
days of computing. When accessing information, all of the power of the Internet must be 
squeezed into and teased back out of the browser, a primitive, half-witted software application 
that has changed little since its introduction more than 10 years ago. For all of its fame and glory, 
the web browser often seems nearly as inept and pitiful as the defrocked wizard of Oz. 

It shouldn’t be like this, and in most of the rest of the computing world it isn’t. For decades users 
of personal computers and LAN workstations have enjoyed user interfaces that are far more 
powerful and far friendlier than web browsers. Unfortunately, to gain standardized, universal 
interconnectivity to the Internet it was necessary to “dumb down” the user interface, and thus the 
web browser was born. The first web applications may have been primitive, but the web has 
certainly broadened the availability of information. And web applications are easier to maintain 
centrally. As a result, more and more data is being moved into the "cloud". 

But what good is speed-of-light access to the databanks of the world if your user interface chokes 
on the information? How much does it cost to sit and watch your screen redraw again and again 
as it slowly digs up a piece of information like a bored archeologist? Who can make sense out of 
complex data if the data can only be displayed in a limited number of ways? 

Even now, some fifteen years after the Internet burst onto the scene, the limitations of the web 
browser make it impossible for web applications to duplicate many of the powerful client-side 
features common to standalone and client/server applications. Missing from most of the web are 
manageable windows, multiple document interfaces, drag-and-drop, in-line editing, automatic 
completions, different views on the same data, updating while typing or selecting, auto spell 
checking, intelligent lookups, instant calculations and many other powerful interactive end user 
tools. 

Web applications delivered through the web browser are necessarily simple and relatively 
primitive because HTML is designed primarily for the presentation of information that must be 
accurately displayed using different browsers across a diverse range of platforms and systems. 
This means that HTML is particularly handicapped when interactive applications need to be 
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delivered over the Internet. Using alternative "Rich Internet Application" technologies, such as 
replacing HTML pages with Java applets or with full-page Flash applications, can enhance 
interaction but they require significant development skill and have many technological 
disadvantages of their own.  

The limitations imposed on web applications are particularly frustrating in the corporate world 
where the vast majority of client/server applications are gradually being moved to the web. After 
investigating all of the available technologies, corporate web developers have, until now, 
typically – and reluctantly -- decided that there is no real alternative to HTML and JavaScript, 
thereby accepting as inevitable the degradation of the application’s user experience. 

1.2 QuestFields Technology Overview 

QuestFields, the innovative and powerful 
technology developed by MasterObjects, 
revolutionizes the Internet user experience by 
freeing the web browser of one of its most 
serious deficiencies. Now, thanks to the 
QuestFields technology, web applications can have the same powerful client-side user interface 
features long enjoyed by standalone and client/server applications. Without the need to rewrite 
any existing code or redesign any existing web page, the QuestFields technology adds dynamic 
data interaction to applications designed for use both on the web and on handheld wireless 
devices. 

QuestFields is a powerful ultra-thin smart client/server technology that enables web browser 
and handheld wireless device applications to communicate directly and interactively with remote 
data. By turning individual data fields into mini-client/server environments, the QuestFields 
technology provides many simultaneous users with virtually instantaneous access to data stored 
on large, remote enterprise databases and/or directories. 

As described in the original QuestFields patent application in 2001: 

"By providing a simple and standardized interface between client software components and any 
number of content engines that accept text-based queries, QuestFields gives content publishers, 
web publishers, and software developers an attractive way to offer unprecedented interactive, 
speedy, up-to-date, and controlled access to content without the need to write an access 
mechanism for each content source." 

QuestFields 

The QuestFields technology is an “end-to-end” client/server system that provides sophisticated 
but easy-to-use data access, retrieval and manipulation capabilities never before possible on the 
Internet. Products created using the QuestFields technology are called QuestFields. As simple to 
use as they are powerful, QuestFields give application users unprecedented new capabilities to 
retrieve and manipulate data located in remote databases. 

The QuestFields product consists of three integrated and highly optimized parts: the QuestFields 
Client, the QuestFields Server, and the QuestObjects Protocol. 

1. The QuestFields Client 
The QuestFields Client is a revolutionary user interface object that can be quickly and easily 
integrated into any web or mobile device application. The QuestFields Client is commonly 
simply referred to as "the QuestField" because it is the most visible component of the 
QuestField client/server product and because the client looks and behaves very much like 
the data input fields used in sophisticated software applications. 
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When a user begins typing in a QuestField, the QuestFields technology, working closely and 
efficiently with standard HTML, enables the remote web server to process the input data on a 
character-by-character basis and to continuously update the user interface using real-time 
data retrieved immediately from the remote database. 

For example, as a user types data into an AutoSuggest QuestField, possible results are 
immediately suggested and the user's input is continuously autocompleted as it is typed. 
Moreover, as soon as the user begins typing into an AutoSuggest QuestField, a popup list 
appears offering the user additional real-time data choices that match or are similar to the 
data requested by the user. Performance is greatly enhanced because the input is evaluated 
and the data retrieved without the user having to wait for the web page to redraw.  

Using QuestFields can quickly and dramatically improve the performance and usability of 
any HTML web page because the QuestFields technology blends easily and transparently 
into the web browser environment. There is no need to change the original application’s 
source code or page layout when replacing existing input elements with QuestFields. 

2. The QuestFields Server 
Custom designed to work hand-in-hand with QuestFields, the QuestFields Server is a 
powerful, standards-compliant “black box” server application that provides many 
simultaneous users with highly efficient, virtually instantaneous access to data from large 
remote databases, directories or content sources. 

3. The QuestObjects Protocol 
A robust and highly efficient protocol, called the QuestObjects Protocol (QOP), has been 
developed to enable client-side QuestFields to communicate over the Internet with the 
QuestFields Server. The protocol manages the interaction between large numbers of 
simultaneous QuestField users and any number of QuestFields Servers. By only transmitting 
over the network what the user needs to see, QOP ensures high responsiveness while 
reducing network load significantly. 

Because QOP uses the same network infrastructure that is used by standard web pages and 
because its client-server messaging is based entirely on web standards, the protocol is 
virtually transparent to users and network administrators alike and is compliant with all 
existing Internet and security standards. 

 
The QuestFields Solution 

Customers add QuestFields to their current intranet and Internet web pages to greatly improve 
the usability of any input field. Each QuestField communicates with the QuestFields Server, 
providing the capability to do direct data lookup, data autocompletion, data search, data 
translation and manipulation, and freeform data entry. Most importantly, adding QuestFields to 
a website does not require any programming, and QuestFields can be easily configured by 
customers to provide channels to the customers' current data. 
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QuestFields can also significantly increase the power and efficiency of applications designed for 
use on handheld wireless devices where screen real estate is extremely valuable, and they can be 
embedded into a wide range of third-party software, firmware and hardware products 
developed by independent vendors. 

QuestFields Services 

QuestFields, in singular or multiple implementations, can be configured to provide a wide range 
of QuestFields Services that enable QuestFields to give users access to virtually any content that is 
available on the Internet. QuestFields Services can be provided from Internet domains other than 
the domain that serves the web pages. Thus, QuestField users can subscribe to multiple 
QuestFields Services that are hosted by different syndicators on the Internet. 

What Makes the QuestFields Technology Unique? 

The deficiencies of the web browser user interface are apparent to even casual Internet users. 
Consequently, many applications have been and are being developed to try to improve the web 
browser user experience. Many traditional groupware and vertical-market applications are now 
being re-engineered, at great expense, for use on web browsers. Even these new "browser 
interfaces" are still considered quite primitive by users, so application vendors continue to invest 
heavily in technologies that allow them to improve the user experience. 

Custom applications that run in a browser can and are being built using a wide variety of client 
technologies. However, the development tools to develop these custom applications typically 
require a significant investment in custom programming, support only a limited number of 
browsers, and perform relatively slowly because they lack the powerful caching and querying 
mechanisms found in the QuestFields Server. Consequently, custom web applications are very 
expensive yet still provide inadequate solutions. 

The QuestFields technology is unique because it provides a sophisticated, high-performance, 
end-to-end solution that greatly improves current and newly developed applications and 
requires no additional programming. Therefore, virtually any website, large or small, can take 
advantage of the QuestFields technology. 

Advantages of the QuestFields Technology 

In summary, compared to the current state of web browser technology, the unique features and 
capabilities of the QuestFields technology offer unprecedented power and value to 
MasterObjects’ customers. Specifically, the advantages of the QuestFields technology include: 

 Usability 
Substantially improves the web browser user experience by providing web-based 
applications with the data retrieval and management capabilities heretofore available only on 
standalone computers and LAN workstations. Facilitates searching for unfamiliar data by 
providing users with immediate feedback about the validity of their query as they type; 

 Scalability 
Is ideally suited for large, remote databases that cannot easily or quickly be searched using 
current web browser technologies; 

 Accuracy 
Improves data entry accuracy, greatly reducing the chance for costly errors and reducing the 
need for manual data checking; 
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 Power 
Excels in heavy-use environments, where many users have the need to access data 
simultaneously; 

 Simplicity 
Requires no redesign or custom development, so existing intranets and extranets can be 
enhanced easily and quickly with virtually no technological risk; 

 Compatibility 
Supports virtually all web browsers, making it ideally suited for company-wide use, as well 
as for ecommerce and B2B applications. 

1.3 The QuestFields Concept 

The QuestFields technology is based on a powerful yet deceptively simple concept that can be 
summed up in one sentence: 

“QuestFields technology enables web clients to interact with servers using string-based input on a 
per character basis.” 

And in one picture: 

 

The Textual Foundation of the Web 

The power of the QuestFields technology lies in its ability to leverage the textual nature of the 
web. Text is the basis of everything users find on the Internet. Consequently, web applications 
are all about string-based data. 

The primary purpose of the web is to find information, but whether the user is looking for a book 
to buy, searching train schedules, browsing holiday brochures, gathering data on company 
customers or employees, or getting stock quotes, all of the data presented to the user by the web 
is delivered in the form of text -- including images which are represented, in text, by their URL. 

Working together, it is rather astonishing what standard HTML in web browsers can accomplish 
just with text, but the final result still falls far short of the user’s typical personal computer and 
workstation experience because there is no interaction and no automatic, instantaneous feedback. 
Instead, new information is presented only after the user enters some string-based data into a 
form, presses the Submit button, and waits for the web page to analyze the input and redraw the 
page. 

Instant Feedback 

By contrast, today’s powerful, non web-based applications that are accessed directly by personal 
computers and workstations provide a vast array of instant help and feedback. Automatic 
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type-aheads, selection lists, wiggly lines indicating spelling mistakes and other interactive 
features provide users with real-time feedback based on real data in some kind of data store. 

Efficiently and effectively, the QuestFields technology adds this same kind of instant feedback to 
regular web pages by linking user actions to data stored anywhere on the Internet.  

Data Control 

Providing instant feedback is a powerful enhancement to web applications, but the QuestFields 
technology offers more. Multiple fields containing dependent data can automatically update 
themselves when one or the other changes. The QuestFields Server performs powerful logging, 
collects statistics, provides user histories, and enables accurate accounting of data returned to the 
user. 

QuestFields does all this easily and transparently. The server is no more than a highly efficient 
"black box" between the user and content located anywhere on the Internet, designed for 
continuous and reliable 24/7 operation. 

Client/Server Interaction 

Because the QuestFields concept adds interactive behavior to client-side elements based on server 
side data, it might seem that network traffic would be substantially increased and performance 
degraded. However, network traffic is reduced to a minimum by sending partial datasets rather 
than complete ones.  

 
Client/Server Interaction 

For example, suppose a web application has a QuestField accessing artist names in a music 
database. When a user starts typing, the QuestField requests data from the database through the 
Artists content channel.  If the first letter is a c, the result set containing all artists starting with a c 
is probably quite large. The QuestField can be configured to just ask, for instance, for just the first 
20 artists. The QuestField automatically retrieves more results as the user scrolls through the 
drop-down list contained in the QuestField.  

Even if the QuestField asks for more results, only the difference between the QuestField’s current 
data set and the QuestField’s requested data set is transmitted over the network, thus further 
reducing traffic. 

The QuestField’s “data retrieval intelligence” has important architectural implications. The client 
is not the only location where the result set is maintained. The QuestFields Server itself also 
maintains this information in order to calculate information to be sent to the client. 
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[2] The QuestFields Product 
2.1 The Technology Environment 

Like most modern software applications, browser-based applications typically consist of a client 
that runs in a web browser or on a handheld wireless device, a server that provides a centralized 
application that centrally manages application data and the business logic, and a protocol that 
governs the communications between the client and the server. However, applications designed 
for the Internet are far more primitive and far less powerful than LAN-based client/server 
applications because web browsers must work on as many platforms and systems as possible, 
and because the protocols that made the Internet a worldwide success were, by design, limited in 
features. The client in browser-based applications has traditionally been limited to static HTML. 

To address the deficiencies and limitations of the web browser, a new class of client technologies 
has emerged. These technologies enable developers to create “rich” Internet applications (RIAs). 
RIAs are friendly, data-driven applications that run in web browsers and other "thin" client 
environments, providing advanced UI features that significantly enhance the browser user’s 
experience. 

RIAs can be developed using frameworks and technologies based on several popular platforms, 
including Adobe Flash, Oracle/Sun Java, Microsoft ASP.NET, and what is commonly called 
AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML), a method of building interactive applications for the 
Web that process user requests immediately. AJAX combines several technologies including 
JavaScript, dynamic HTML (DHTML), Extensible Markup Language (XML), cascading style 
sheets (CSS), the Document Object Model (DOM), and the Microsoft XMLHTTPRequest object. 

Server-side web applications are typically developed on top of standard components and 
frameworks, many of which are based on Adobe's Java platform or Microsoft's .NET. 
Applications written using these components and frameworks are typically deployed in so-called 
"enterprise application servers" such as IBM WebSphere, BEA WebLogic, and Microsoft 
Windows Server 2008. 

2.2 The Hidden Costs of Web Applications 

Commercial RIA development tools and enterprise application server licenses typically come 
with a hefty price tag. Non-commercial (open source) software alternatives exist, but these carry 
disadvantages, too. Custom applications developed using open source tools require significant 
in-depth technical knowledge on the part of the developer, incur (often underestimated) 
additional time to work around "quirks" in browsers, and increase technological risk that can be 
avoided by investing in end-to-end solutions that are developed and maintained by commercial 
vendors. 

More significant than fees paid for development tools and server deployment licenses, creating 
enterprise applications that run on top of these products requires custom development work and 
overcoming a significant learning curve. Apart from the initial overall risk incurred by custom 
development, customers are confronted with a continuously changing web browser environment 
that demands recurring maintenance and incremental development effort. In addition to the 
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vendor lock-in associated with these development tools, this creates a long-term reliance on the 
individual application developers. 

Despite the significant expense, custom development often is the only available option for 
specific enterprise challenges. For one-off applications in controlled user environments, custom 
development is feasible and often the best choice. In large-scale environments, however, custom 
development requires overcoming major technological hurdles in order to achieve acceptable 
performance levels and reliability in the ever-changing technology landscape. 

2.3 The QuestFields Solution 

QuestFields is a powerful ultra-thin smart client/server technology that is used to create 
intelligent online data entry and retrieval applications called QuestFields. QuestFields, the 
products based on the QuestFields technology, are deployed in web browser and handheld 
wireless device applications and enable many simultaneous users to have direct, virtually 
instantaneous access to enterprise data on remote content sources. 

QuestFields compete primarily in the web application development market. However, unlike 
competitive development tools, a QuestField is an integrated “end-to-end” solution that requires 
no development. A solution that is more powerful, more universal and easier to deploy – 
resulting in substantially lower cost. 

The QuestFields product is composed of three integrated and highly optimized parts: the 
QuestFields Client, the QuestFields Server, and the QuestObjects Protocol (QOP). The different 
parts of the QuestFields product can be distributed over multiple computers to provide load 
balancing and optimal performance. 

The QuestFields Client typically consists of one or more QuestFields that enable users to 
efficiently query remote content sources by providing a friendly but powerful user interface that 
communicates directly with the QuestFields Server over the Internet. The QuestFields Server 
easily handles many simultaneous user sessions and provides the interface to the underlying 
content sources (such as databases, directories, files, or search engines).  

The QuestFields Server enables administrators to easily configure any number of content channels, 
each of which queries one of potentially many content sources in a remote local area network 
(LAN). For handling different kinds of back-end data, the QuestFields Server enables the use of 
multiple Content Access Modules (CAMs) to provide simultaneous communication with 
different content engines on any number of content sources, such as SQL databases, LDAP 
directories, flat files (using the optional QuestFields Indexer module), Web Services, and legacy 
databases. 

 
QuestFields Architecture 
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Compared to existing RIA client technologies, the QuestFields product offers several important 
advantages: 

 Far better performance; 

 Proven functionality in large-scale corporate environments; 

 No rewriting of existing web application code or redesign of web page layout; 

 Compatibility with virtually all web browsers currently in use; 

 Substantially faster implementation time; 

 Substantially lower implementation and maintenance cost. 

The QuestFields product was designed to be compatible with virtually all "thin" client platforms. 
Current AutoSuggest QuestFields are used in web browsers and on mobile devices (such as 
iPhone, iPad, and Android devices). Future QuestFields will come in many more shapes, sizes, 
types, and uses. 

2.4 AutoSuggest QuestFields 

The AutoSuggest QuestField is the first available QuestField type out of six QuestField types that 
are in development. An AutoSuggest QuestField assists the user during data entry by looking up 
multiple possible matches directly based on the user’s character-by-character input. As the user 
types, the "best match" for the input can be autocompleted into the input field. An optional 
popup list can display additional results to the user. The user input typically has a one-to-many 
relationship with the data that is returned by the content source, and the number of records 
returned is usually known. 

Examples include the PeopleFinder QuestField that looks up persons in a directory, the 
ProductFinder QuestField that helps the user find products, and the AccountFinder QuestField that 
helps the user in finding and entering customer account numbers. 

  
AutoSuggest QuestFields 

To support the widest possible range of users, the AutoSuggest QuestField is available in AJAX 
and Flash versions. Using the latest DHTML5 technologies, MasterObjects has developed 
QuestFields that run in modern browsers and handheld wireless devices without relying on any 
plug-in technology. Using multiple technologies to support multiple platforms gives the 
QuestFields technology a significant competitive advantage. 

Because QuestFields are not dependent on any particular technology or plug-in and do not 
impose restrictions on the rest of the web page, they are an easy, non-controversial choice for 
both web developers and corporate users. 
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PeopleFinder QuestField 

QuestFields offer significant technological features and competitive advantages, many of which 
have never before been available for web browser applications. These include: 

Easy Integration  
QuestFields are very easily added to existing HTML pages. Contrary to other rich Internet 
technologies, QuestFields can be implemented in most web browser applications without 
changing the existing server application's source code or web page design. Moreover, using 
standard CSS (cascading style sheets), the borders and buttons of a QuestField can easily be 
modified to reflect each customer's individual style. 

Discrete Components 
A QuestField is composed of standardized components that can easily be combined and 
reused. In addition, multiple dependent QuestFields deployed on a single web page can 
automatically share the same user session. Alternatively, multiple QuestFields can be 
combined into a single complex component called a Questlet. 

 
Multiple QuestFields, optionally combined into a single Questlet 

Ultra-Thin 
QuestFields have been designed as high performance, ultra-thin clients that nevertheless 
offer the user extremely high functionality and friendliness. By keeping track of session 
information on the QuestFields Server, a QuestField effectively acts as an efficient, 
continuously updated “window” on server data. 

Field Dependencies 
QuestFields can have dependencies on each other’s data, enabling data in one field to be 
automatically updated after a change in another field. Moreover, this can be accomplished 
without any additional client-side or server-side coding. Dependencies can be created 
between any content channels. Thus, a QuestField querying an SQL database can be 
dependent on the values of a QuestField linked to an LDAP directory. 

Ubiquitous 
Shipping QuestFields use either AJAX or Adobe's Flash Player, making them compatible 
with virtually any web browser (starting with Internet Explorer 5.5). This means that over 
500 million computers can use QuestFields without installing additional software. The latest 
AJAX and HTML5 QuestFields technology ensures that QuestFields offer the highest 
performance for the most users. 
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Interchangeable 
By simultaneously supporting multiple client technologies and by dynamically selecting the 
appropriate technology for a specific application user, QuestFields can be used by virtually 
all Internet and intranet users — a much wider user reach than any other Rich Internet 
Application technology. 

2.5 The QuestFields Server 

QuestFields Server features include: 

Request Management 
The QuestFields Server manages the load of incoming client requests and queries to the 
content source. Request management enables the server to scale to very large numbers of 
users and queries. 

User Session Management 
The QuestFields Server provides efficient metering and auditing by using the data in each 
user’s session to keep track of the queries a user performs and the results that have been sent 
back. 

Unified Query Cache 
The QuestFields Server caches query results in a cache that is common to all users, thus 
improving performance on recurring queries and limiting the load imposed on content 
engines. 

Unlimited Content Sources 
The QuestFields Server can query one or more content sources at the same time. Support for 
both SQL databases and LDAP directories is built-in, and a modular "custom plug-in" 
interface provides a simple API that enables MasterObjects and its customers to easily and 
quickly create custom interfaces to search engines, legacy databases and other proprietary 
content sources. The QuestFields Indexer module (described in chapter 2.7) is capable of 
indexing files and comes with a built-in search engine that is highly optimized for use by 
QuestFields. 

Query Merging 
Without requiring any custom programming, a QuestFields content channel can perform one 
or more queries on the back-end database, directory, or any combination of other content 
sources and intelligently combine their results into a single results list. This makes it very 
easy to implement QuestFields that enable users to perform queries in alternate ways, such as 
looking up a person by first name, last name, email address, or any combination thereof. A 
single content channel can even combine results from multiple different content sources. 

The QuestFields Server competes with custom web application development environments, 
dedicated Web Services, groupware, and connectivity products that also provide a means to 
access content sources from within the browser. The QuestFields Server has several clear 
advantages over these competing server products: 

 Easily configurable “black box” application requiring no programming and virtually no 
maintenance; 

 Enables users to retrieve information from virtually any content source without the need to 
develop and maintain a custom application or Web Service; 

 Provides a highly optimized service that enables many simultaneous users to access content 
with minimal impact on the customer’s network or content engines; 

 Usable in a far broader market than other groupware and connectivity products that typically 
replace full applications; 
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 Significantly enhances other, more complex, web applications, groupware, and connectivity 
products; 

 Runs 24/7, automatically connects to redundant content sources, and requires virtually no 
systems management. 

The QuestFields Server was developed using Java, the most pervasive technology for mission-
critical enterprise applications. By strictly adhering to Adobe's specifications for servlet-based 
applications, the QuestFields Server leverages the proven stability, performance, and maturity of 
standard application servers called Java Servlet Containers. QuestFields Servers can be hosted next 
to other enterprise applications that run in commercial enterprise servers such as WebSphere and 
WebLogic, but they also run effectively in the open-source server Apache Tomcat, which is 
included with the QuestFields product, or in Oracle's GlassFish Server. 

The QuestFields Server runs seamlessly alongside other server technologies on a multitude of 
server operating systems including Windows, Linux, and UNIX. Because QuestFields are totally 
independent of the server, the QuestFields technology can be used effectively in browser 
applications based on server technologies other than Java, including applications built in .NET or 
open source content management systems and technologies such as LAMP. QuestFields 
technology can greatly enhance websites that are hosted on static web servers, where the 
QuestFields Server is hosted alongside the web server or on the same computer that serves the 
database or directory. 

Moreover, the QuestFields Server does not require custom programming, making it far easier to 
deploy than custom developed enterprise applications. After configuring the server to access one 
or more content sources, the QuestFields Server requires little or no maintenance. 

2.6 The QuestObjects Protocol 

The QuestField and the QuestFields Server communicate with each other using the QuestObjects 
Protocol (QOP). QOP is a standards-compliant XML-based communications protocol fully 
compatible with Service Oriented Architectures (SOA). SOA is an architectural approach that 
segments and isolates application functionality into smaller, discrete and usable components, 
otherwise known as “services.”  The primary goal of a SOA is developing application functions 
that are reusable and standardized so that once created they can be leveraged across multiple 
projects.  This approach greatly reduces time, effort and cost of incorporating new functionality 
and extending existing applications. The QuestFields technology enables organizations to do 
precisely that and to do it simply, quickly, and easily. 

QOP uses the same network infrastructure and transport mechanism that is used by standard 
web pages: HTTP over TCP/IP. As with all modern SOAs, this enables QOP to transparently 
communicate over the Internet without imposing unusual requirements on routers and firewalls. 
This means that if a web page loads correctly into the browser, QOP will work as well. 
Consequently, neither users nor administrators need to worry about the details of the 
communication protocol. By contrast, legacy application protocols typically rely on dedicated 
ports and required specialized drivers to be installed on client and server. 

QOP features include: 

Compatibility 
QOP client-server messaging is based on web standards. The application-layer protocol is 
based on XML wrapped in optional SOAP envelopes using HTTP(S) as the transport layer.  
QOP does not require the use of cookies in the browser and is designed to be compliant with 
existing Internet and security standards. 
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Security 
QOP can be configured to run over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for complete security of user 
queries and data received from the server. Either the entire web page or individual 
QuestField queries can be securely encrypted. This means that a web page using QuestFields 
can load very quickly by keeping its images unencrypted, yet still fully securing content that 
appears in its QuestFields. 

Load Balancing 
The QuestFields technology is specifically designed for large-scale intranet and Internet 
applications. Multiple QuestFields Servers and content sources can reside simultaneously on 
multiple machines, permitting load balancing and capacity expansion simply by adding 
more hardware. A QuestFields Server uses “sticky” session connections so that a client can 
logically connect to any server machine in the system. Once a session is established, all 
communications from the client IP address go to and from the same server. 

2.7 QuestFields Indexer 

Most information is stored in files or databases. Users find your information through custom web 
applications, database applications, or search engines. Leveraging these technology investments, 
the QuestFields Server accesses these existing "content engines" to allow users to find and 
retrieve information at groundbreaking speed. Using various "Content Access Modules", the 
QuestFields Server communicates with virtually any database or search engine. Through a 
custom API, it can also be taught to read information from files and legacy systems. QuestFields 
manage the information retrieval process so that information appears faster than in any other 
application. 

But in some cases the current database or search engine is incapable of returning the right 
information. Some content sources are incapable of matching records to only a few characters 
typed by the user, instead of a full word or full query. Some databases or search engines simply 
aren't powerful enough. And sometimes information is stores in files, unavailable through a 
database or search engine connection. For these environments, MasterObjects provides the 
QuestFields Indexer option. 

The QuestFields Indexer is a powerful indexing and 
search engine that reads textual information and 
indexes it for blazingly fast retrieval. There is no 
need to change anything in the database or files. 
Regardless of how your information is stored, the 
QuestFields Indexer finds information in an instant. 

The QuestFields Indexer is required for non-indexed 
content sources such as files. The QuestFields 
Indexer integrates seamlessly with the QuestFields 
Server and automatically indexes new content in the 
background. Files are accessed through one or more 
file parsers. The QuestFields Indexer module comes 
with a file parser for "flat tab-delimited files", but 
using the supplied Software Development Kit (SDK) 
file parsers can be developed for virtually any file 
format. 

Although it typically runs in the background, the 
QuestFields Indexer can also be run as a stand-alone 
application, allowing the data to be indexed on a 
different machine without putting additional load 
on the QuestFields Server. 
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2.8 QuestFields Services 

Each QuestFields Server can be configured to provide QuestFields Services that are available to 
users of independent websites. This makes virtually any content that is available on the Internet 
accessible to QuestFields. 

QuestFields Services can be provided from Internet domains other than the domain that serves 
the web pages. Thus, QuestField users can subscribe to multiple QuestFields Services that are 
hosted by different providers on the Internet. To manage these services, the QuestFields 
technology uses Syndicators, which offer content provided through QuestFields Servers. 
Syndicators offer subscription-based access to specific content channels to managed user groups, 
enabling the QuestFields Server to automatically collect usage statistics and provide billing 
information for commercial use of the service. 
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[3] Integration & Configuration 
3.1 Web Page Integration 

QuestFields are easily and seamlessly integrated into an existing web page. The first step is to 
determine which non-interactive HTML search fields are to be replaced by interactive 
QuestFields: 

 
 
In this example, the  “Category” and “Search” fields are to be replaced with QuestFields, and 
because QuestFields are able to find and display records “on the fly”, the “Search” button is now 
unnecessary and can be removed. To provide the user with additional information, a QuestField 
called “Album” is added. 

The next step is to define QuestFields with the same look-and-feel as the target web page. 
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Finally, the QuestFields are added to the web page after removing old form fields or after making 
them invisible. A QuestField is added to the page as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript" src="mo-common.js"></script> 

<script type="text/javascript"> 

 QO.field.insert ({ 

  id:   “ArtistField”, 

  contentChannel: “artist-name”, 

  questFieldWidth: 250, 

  questFieldHeight: 20, 

  popUpWidth:  350, 

  popUpRows:  16 

  }); 

</script> 

⇒ QuestFields support numerous other configuration parameters. 

The new page is now ready to use: 

 

Custom Integration 

QuestFields can easily be configured to show server data in other elements in the HTML page. 
After a user enters a Zip code, for example, the corresponding city can be filled in automatically, 
even if the City field is a regular HTML input element. As a user types into a QuestField, and 
whenever the QuestField receives server data, the QuestField can be configured to call a custom 
JavaScript function called the metadata handler, implemented by the web developer. 
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3.2 QuestFields Server Configuration 

QuestFields Server configuration is done using XML-formatted configuration files that reside in a 
specified directory on the server called the "QuestFields Home Folder". This is the only 
QuestFields-specific directory on the server: 

- server.xml: Server settings including logging, request management, query cache settings and 
user session settings. 

- content-service.xml: Service-level logging configuration. 

- qo-server.license: The license file needed to run the server. 

- channels: A folder containing content channel configuration files. Each file defines one 
content channel and contains settings for one or more content queries to be performed, 
channel name, related help and copyright text, the corresponding CAM (content engine 
connection established by a Content Access Module) and result expiration settings. 

- content-queries: This folder contains configurations of content queries that are available to 
the content channels. Content queries that communicate through the JDBC CAM include the 
actual SQL database query with appropriate bind variables. The configuration file of content 
queries that communicate through an LDAP connection contain the actual LDAP query to be 
performed by the enterprise directory. 

- cams: a folder containing Content Access Module (CAM) instance configuration files. Each 
cam file defines one "connection" to a content source and contains settings for the database or 
directory connection pool as well as authentication settings. Multiple content queries or 
channels can share a single cam. For each cam a "connection pool" can be defined, telling the 
QuestFields Server that it should use any number of parallel connections to the content 
source.  

MasterObjects' engineers developed the QuestFields Enterprise Server so that its configuration is 
straightforward. Installing, configuring, and testing the server typically requires only a few hour, 
after which the QuestFields Server application instances run 24/7 with virtually no maintenance. 

Automatic Failover 

The QuestFields Server supports automatic failover: It automatically connects to redundant 
content sources when the primary content source is temporarily unavailable. If no content source 
is available, QuestFields automatically place themselves in "off-line" mode, allowing users to use 
the QuestFields as regular entry fields. 

3.3 Product Documentation 

The QuestFields product comes with a comprehensive documentation set that provides detailed 
installation instructions, configuration and maintenance guidelines, and troubleshooting tips. 
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Appendix A: Glossary 
AJAX 

Popular acronym for "Asynchronous JavaScript with XML": web browser technologies that 
enable the creation of interactive web applications that run in modern browsers without 
requiring custom plug-ins. Although the Internet technologies used in AJAX applications 
have existed for many years, AJAX has only recently become a viable option for "Rich 
Internet Applications". 

The acronym, which quickly turned into a buzzword, was introduced in an article by 
Adaptive Path that was first published at 
http://www.adaptivepath.com/publications/essays/archives/000385.php in February 2005. 

AJAX QuestField 
Version of MasterObjects' QuestField that is based on AJAX technology. AJAX enables the 
QuestField to run in modern web browsers without requiring Flash or any other plug-in 
technology. QuestFields technology enables QuestFields to detect the browser, and to 
automatically activate the appropriate QuestField technology for each individual user. 

API 
Acronym for Application Programming Interface. Although the QuestFields Server can be 
used by simply configuring it (i.e., without any programming), MasterObjects provides 
several API's as part of the QuestFields Software Development Kit (SDK). For example, 
there's an API that enables development of custom CAMs. And an API for development of 
custom file parsers for use by the QuestFields Indexer. 

AutoSuggest QuestField 
A type of QuestField that closely resembles the "combo box" of traditional applications, 
whereby user entry is automatically completed, and multiple results can be displayed in a 
popup list. 

CAM 
See Content Access Module. 

CSS 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used to describe the presentation of a 
document written in HTML (or other markup languages). It allows the "look" of a web page 
to be modified without changing the underlying HTML or web application, and thus 
separates the "presentation logic" from the "application logic" and business rules. 

MasterObjects takes advantage of CSS to enable customers to change the "look" of 
QuestFields so they "blend in" to their own web pages. Customers can easily modify the 
colors and widths of QuestField borders, as well as the images used for QuestField buttons. 

Content Access Module 
A Content Access Module (CAM) provides a standardized mechanism to link the 
QuestFields system to a specific type of content engine. A CAM is the “middleware” between 
the QuestFields system and the data it accesses. The QuestFields Server currently comes with 
CAMs that communicate with any JDBC-compliant database or any LDAP-compliant 
directory server, as well as a Custom CAM that allows customers to easily integrate the 
QuestFields Server with their legacy or proprietary databases by using a powerful yet simple 
open API. 
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Content Channel 
A configuration on the QuestFields Server that defines a specific method of querying one or 
more specific content sources, allowing QuestField users to perform queries and retrieve 
corresponding results. A content channel accesses one or more content engines, each through 
a specific Content Access Module. A single content channel can be configured to perform 
multiple queries to retrieve data from the content sources, whereby the QuestFields Server 
merges the results from these "sub queries" into a single result set for the QuestField user. 

For example, in a PeopleFinder application the content channel can be configured to query 
the underlying content engine by last name, first name, email address, and any combination 
thereof. The QuestField user receives a consolidated list of person names that were returned 
by any of the sub queries in the content channel. 

Content Engine 
A content engine is a third-party application that runs on the content source that is capable of 
performing string-based queries and returning string-formatted answers to the QuestFields 
system. Examples include relational databases, corporate directories, and search engines. A 
simple content engine could read information directly from a file, or it could perform a query 
to access a Web Service over the Internet. The QuestFields Server simultaneously accesses 
different content engine types through Content Access Modules. 

Content Source 
A server computer that provides the data that is accessed by the QuestFields system. The 
content source makes its data available through a content engine. For best performance, the 
content source must be located on the same LAN as the QuestFields Server, and could even 
be hosted on the very same server computer. 

The QuestFields Server can be linked to any number of content sources. To retrieve specific 
information from the content source, one or more content channels are configured on the 
QuestFields Server. 

CSS 
See Cascading Style Sheets. 

ECMAScript 
See JavaScript. 

Flash 
Multimedia authoring program and a corresponding runtime environment called the Flash 
Player, written and distributed by Adobe (originally developed by Macromedia), that utilizes 
vector and raster graphics, program code and bidirectional streaming video and audio. 
Strictly speaking, Adobe Flash is the authoring environment and Flash Player is the virtual 
machine application used to run the Flash files, but in colloquial language these have become 
mixed: "Flash" can mean either the authoring environment, the player or the application files. 
The Flash files, which usually have an SWF file extension, may appear in a web page for 
viewing in a web browser, or standalone Flash players may "play" them. Flash files occur 
most often as animations or design elements on web pages, and more recently Rich Internet 
Applications. They are also widely used in web advertisements, due to the fact that a flash 
file can contain much more information than a GIF or JPEG file of the same size. 

Flash is the most ubiquitous browser plug-in technology in use today, installed in over 98% 
of web browsers. By jumping on the Flash bandwagon in 2003, MasterObjects ensured the 
widest possible user reach for QuestFields. Although "Flash QuestFields" were built in Flash 
and require the Flash Player to be present in the browser, users do not typically know this. 
Flash QuestFields behave as intuitive input fields. They do not look like typical Flash 
applications that often take over the entire web page. 

Nowadays, most browsers support AJAX technology and some browsers (notably running 
Apple's iOS for mobile devices) do not support Adobe Flash. MasterObjects developed the 
AJAX QuestField so QuestFields can be used without the Flash Player. 
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Flash QuestField 
Version of MasterObjects' QuestField that is based on Flash technology, allowing it to run in 
any browser that has the Flash Player installed. Because Flash has been the most popular 
browser plug-in technology for years, the Flash QuestField has a very broad user reach and 
even runs in "old" browsers that do not support competing Rich Internet Application 
technologies. 

Modern browsers (including Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 and up, Mozilla Firefox, Google 
Chrome, Apple Safari, and Opera) have built-in technologies that enabled MasterObjects to 
develop QuestFields that do not require the presence of Flash Player (see AJAX). QuestFields 
technology enables QuestFields to detect the browser, and to automatically activate the 
appropriate QuestField technology for each individual user. 

HTTP 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is the set of rules for transferring files (text, graphic 
images, sound, video, and other multimedia files) using the Internet protocol (TCP/IP) on 
the World Wide Web. 

HTTPS 
HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) is an extension to HTTP that provides security by encrypting and 
decrypting user page requests as well as the pages that are returned by the web server. 

Java 
Java is an object-oriented programming language developed by Sun Microsystems (now 
owned by Oracle). Java should not be confused with JavaScript, which shares only the name 
and a similar C-like syntax. Oracle maintains and updates Java regularly. Specifications of the 
Java language, the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) and the Java API are community-maintained 
through the Oracle-managed Java Community Process. 

Initially, Java was promoted heavily as a language that allows applications to be "written 
once" and "run everywhere". The JVM allowed Java applications to be run on any operating 
system, and Java Applets were small applications that could run inside any web browser. 
After several years of popularity, Java's place in the browser has steadily eroded. Its usage for 
simple interactive animations has been almost completely supplanted by Adobe Flash, 
Microsoft Silverlight, and HTML5. 

By contrast, on the server-side of the Web, Java is far more popular than ever. Java has 
become a dominant platform for mission-critical enterprise applications that run in Java 
application servers such as IBM's WebSphere, BEA WebLogic, and the open-source Apache 
Tomcat or Oracle GlassFish. MasterObjects developed the QuestFields Server so it complies 
with Oracle's standards. Therefore, the QuestFields Server can run alongside other enterprise 
applications in any of these Java application servers. 

Java Applets 
Small applications written in Java that run in any web browser that supports a JVM (Java 
Virtual Machine). Client-side Java applications and Java applets have never become a 
predominant client technology. As Flash technology matured and overtook Java Applets as 
the ubiquitous "rich client" platform, MasterObjects moved away from using Java Applets (to 
develop QuestFields Clients in Flash and later AJAX) after finishing the first Java-based 
QuestField prototype in 2002. See Java. 

JavaScript 
Object-based scripting programming language that is built into web browsers, also known as 
ECMAScript after the standards body that now governs the language. JavaScript is best 
known for its use in websites, but is also used to enable scripting access to objects embedded 
in other applications. It was originally developed by Netscape Communications Corporation 
under the name Mocha, then LiveScript, and finally renamed to JavaScript. Like Java, 
JavaScript has a C-like syntax, but it has far more in common with other programming 
languages than with Java. Because of improved standards compliance, better cross-browser 
compatibility, and improved performance of JavaScript on today's PCs, the language is 
becoming increasingly popular as a platform for building interactive web applications. 
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MasterObjects' QuestFields use JavaScript to embed themselves into web pages. The Flash 
QuestField uses JavaScript to embed Flash movies into the web page, where most QuestField 
logic was programmed in Flash. The AJAX QuestField is implemented entirely in JavaScript. 

Java Servlet Container 
Part of Java application servers such as IBM WebSphere, BEA WebLogic, and Apache Tomcat 
that allows multiple Servlet-based applications to be hosted on a web server. A servlet 
container controls the servlets that are deployed within the web server, and is responsible for 
forwarding the requests and responses for them. It has the functionality of mapping a URL to 
a particular servlet and of ensuring that the process requesting the URL has the correct access 
rights. 

The QuestFields Server implements servlets that run in any standards-compliant Java servlet 
container. QuestFields comes with the open-source servlet container Tomcat, but can also be 
used with other commercial and open-source servlet containers. Also see Java. 

JDBC 
Java Database Connectivity, or JDBC, is an API for the Java programming language that 
defines how a client may access a database. It provides methods for querying and updating 
data in a database. JDBC is oriented towards relational databases that use SQL. 

The QuestFields Server comes with a Content Access Module that allows QuestFields to query 
databases through JDBC. JDBC is supported by virtually all commercial and open-source 
SQL databases including Oracle, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, etc. 

JVM 
Acronym for Java Virtual Machine. All applications that were built in Java run in a JVM, 
which is available for virtually all operating systems and embedded devices. The QuestFields 
Server runs inside a Java Servlet Container, which is a standard part of Java application servers 
that run inside a server JVM. See Java. 

LDAP 
The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, or LDAP, defines a relatively simple and efficient 
protocol for updating and searching directories running over the Internet protocol, TCP/IP. 
It is in common use in enterprises worldwide. Virtually all commercial and open-source 
directory servers use LDAP, allowing applications to access directory information in a 
standardized way, similar to the way in which JDBC provides a way to access SQL databases. 

The QuestFields Server comes with a Content Access Module that allows QuestFields to query 
directories through LDAP. LDAP is an open specification used by popular directory servers 
such as OpenLDAP, and Microsoft's ActiveDirectory. The LDAP CAM was adapted to 
various commercial LDAP dialects, including SunOne Directory Server and Siemens DirX. 

PeopleFinder QuestField 
Product name used for a specific kind of AutoSuggest QuestField: Configured to access a 
content channel that retrieves personnel records, enabling users to use their web browser to 
quickly find names, addresses, phone numbers, etc. in a corporate directory or personnel 
database without leaving the HTML page they are on. 

QOP 
See QuestObjects Protocol. 

QuestField/QuestFields Client 
A user interface element in a browser-based "Rich Internet Application" that sends queries to, 
and receives results from the QuestFields Server. Forms the client part of the QuestFields 
technology. The AutoSuggest QuestField is available as an AJAX QuestField or a Flash 
QuestField. 
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QuestFields Server 
An enterprise server application that implements the server part of the QuestFields product. 
It communicates with the QuestFields Client (QuestFields) through the QuestObjects Protocol, 
and communicates with one or more content engines through Content Access Modules. 

QuestFields Service 
A logical name for one or more content channels that provide a valuable service for 
QuestField users on the Internet. A QuestFields-specific Web Service. 

Questlet 
A reusable component on the QuestFields Client that provides the code for one or more 
QuestFields. Embedded into the HTML page using simple JavaScript calls. 

QuestObjects Protocol 
The QuestField (Client) and the QuestFields Server communicate with each other using the 
QuestObjects Protocol (QOP). QOP is a standards-compliant communications protocol that 
fits well into Service Oriented Architectures (SOA). It is based on small XML-formatted data 
packages that are exchanged over the Internet using HTTP. 

Service Oriented Architectures 
SOA is an architectural approach that segments and isolates application functionality into 
smaller, discrete and reusable components, otherwise known as Web Services. The primary 
goal of a SOA is developing application functions that are reusable and standardized so that 
once created they can be leveraged across multiple projects.  This approach greatly reduces 
time, effort and cost of incorporating new functionality and extending existing applications. 
The QuestFields technology enables organizations to do precisely that and to do it simply, 
quickly, and easily. 

Servlet 
A servlet is an object in a Java server application that receives requests and generates a 
response based on each request. The QuestFields Server implements servlets to perform these 
basic yet essential tasks, leveraging standard Java Servlet Container technology for optimal 
performance and full compatibility with other server technologies in common use. See Java 
Servlet Container. 

SOA 
See Service Oriented Architectures. 

SOAP 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) provides a standardized structure for XML-based 
information used for exchanging structured and typed information between peers in a 
decentralized, distributed environment. It is most commonly used to package XML-
formatted data that is exchanged in Service Oriented Architectures. 

SQL 
Structured Query Language (SQL, often pronounced as "sequel") is the most popular 
computer language used to create, modify and retrieve data from relational database 
management systems. It is in common use in enterprises worldwide. Virtually all commercial 
and open-source databases use SQL, allowing applications to access database information in 
a standardized way, similar to the way in which LDAP provides a way to access corporate 
directories. 

The QuestFields Server comes with a SQL Content Access Module that allows QuestFields to 
query databases through JDBC. 

SSL 
The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a commonly used protocol for managing the security of 
message transmission on the Internet. 
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Syndicator 
A logical component in the QuestFields Server that manages a group of content channels for 
a group of users. A Syndicator manages user access privileges through subscriptions to one 
or more content channels, performs metering, and can be used as a source for billing 
information. 

Web Service 
A Web Service is a collection of protocols and standards used for exchanging data between 
applications or systems that implement a Service Oriented Architecture. Software applications 
written in various programming languages and running on various platforms can use Web 
Services to exchange data over computer networks like the Internet in a manner similar to 
inter-process communication on a single computer. This interoperability is due to the use of 
open standards. 

XML 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple text format that provides a flexible way to 
exchange information and share both the format and the data on the World Wide Web, 
intranets, and elsewhere. 
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Appendix B: Legal Notices 
This white paper is copyright © 2006-2010 by MasterObjects, Inc. All rights reserved. Protected 
by U.S. Patent No. 7,752,326. Other U.S. and international patents pending. MasterObjects, 
QuestFields, QuestField, Questlet, QOP, and the Q Arrow logo are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of MasterObjects, Inc. in the United States and other countries. Other trademarks 
used in this document are the property of their respective owners. Screen shots were used to the 
benefit of their respective copyright owners, for informational purposes only. Use of trademarks 
or screen shots is not intended to convey endorsement or other affiliation with MasterObjects. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any 
form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the 
prior written permission of the publisher or copyright owner. 

MasterObjects has tried to make the information contained in this publication as accurate and 
reliable as possible, but assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. MasterObjects 
disclaims any warranty of any kind, whether express or implied, as to any matter whatsoever 
relating to this publication, including without limitation the merchantability or fitness for any 
particular purpose. In no event shall MasterObjects be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, 
or consequential damages arising out of purchase or use of this publication or the information 
contained herein. 
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